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ABSTRACT

Attenuation is the intrinsic property of any inelastic material to dissipate mechanical 

stress and may be expressed in terms of a quality factor, Q. A linear model of stress wave 

propagation in a fluid saturated elastic framework (Biot, 1956a,b) is combined with two linear 

theoretical descriptions of an inelastic frame to more completely describe such materials. The 

first composite model, the Constant Q (CQ) model, assumes frequency dependent complex 

elastic moduli, and results in a causal response with Q exactly independent of frequency. The 

second composite model, the Near Elastic (NE) model, assumes frequency independent 

complex elastic moduli and results in a noncausal response also with Q independent of 

frequency.

The composite models are investigated numerically for the influence of both frame 

inelasticity and variations in parameters (porosity, permeability, structure constant, and pore 

size parameter) on model responses for the compressions! (Type I), Type II, and shear wave 

attenuation and phase velocity. For both models, the influence of frame inelasticity is found to 

be greatest for high and low frequencies, considering a frequency range of 10-107 hz.

The models are most sensitive to variations in permeability and pore-size parameter 

(a functional measure of the size and geometry of pore space) for attenuation and phase 

velocity response. Parameter variations showed little effect on shear wave attenuation 

indicating a fluid mechanism is responsible for the influence seen in the Type I and Type II 

attenuation.

The CQ model and the NE model were compared to experimentally measured 

values from the literature of Type I attenuation and Type I velocity for material with a coarse

grained frame (fine to coarse sand size grains) and a material with a finer-grained frame (clay-silt

size grains). Further comparisons were made between experimentally measured shear wave
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attenuation and velocity values and model responses for fine-grained materials. Both models 

predict essentially the same Type I velocity and attenuation response for the coarser frame and 

a reasonable fit to the experimental data was obtained. For fine-grained frames, the NE model 

seemed to fit the experimental data better in the low frequency range and for higher 

frequencies both models matched the measured values well. For Type I velocity, the 

experimentally observed dispersion clearly distinguishes the CQ model as superior since the 

NE model predicts no dispersion. The experimental shear wave attenuation values closely 

matched the CQ model response and again the non-dispersive velocity response given by the 

NE model demonstrated the CQ model as the more physically reasonable model.
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INTRODUCTION

In order to accurately describe the propagation of mechanical waves in a saturated 

particulate medium, it is necessary to take into account the fundamental mechanisms by which 

energy is dissipated (attenuated) intrinsically in such a medium. Attenuation for fluid saturated 

materials is higher than for the air-dry state (Toksoz, et. al, 1979, and Johnston, 1981) 

suggesting individual contributions to energy loss by both the saturating fluid and the 

particulate assemblage composing the material. Motion of the fluid relative to the framework 

and the motion of the solid particles are two potential sources of attenuation in such a medium 

and a mathematical model that incorporates these mechanisms in terms of component fluid, . 

particle, and frame parts is desirable. A physical model of this type facilitates parametric studies 

of the influence of measurable physical component properties of the system and may thus 

serve as a guide in the acquisition, interpretation, and prediction of experimental data. The 

models considered here are based on the earlier work of several investigations (Biot, 1956a,b, 

White, 1965, Stoll and Bryan, 1969 and Kjartansson, 1979).

A generalized theory for acoustic wave propagation in porous, saturated materials 

that allows incorporation of solid and fluid energy dissipation described by Biot, predicts the 

existence of three types of body waves, two dilatational and one shear. The first type of 

dilatational wave (Type I) and the shear wave propagate with little dispersion, whereas the 

second compressional wave (Type II) is highly attenuated with a diffusive nature. Although the 

original theory of Biot did not include inelasticity of the solid framework of the medium, 

subsequent development by Stoll and Bryan introduced energy dissipation due to the solid 

frame to form a more complete, composite mathematical model. The linear frame response 

chosen for this composite model is described as the near-elastic solid by White, and is 

characterized by frequency independent complex elastic moduli, frequency independent Q,
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and attenuation that increases linearly with the first power of frequency. Since it can be 

demonstrated that frequency independent or constant Q and attenuation proportional to the 

first power of frequency lead to non-dispersive phase velocity, dictating noncausal behavior, a 

more physically satisfying description of the inelastic frame is needed. Because linearity and 

constant Q are observed experimentally for air-dry materials at low strain levels (Johnston, 

1981), this behavior should be preserved in any theoretical development of inelastic frame 

response. A linear frame model proposed by Kjartansson, that incorporates constant Q, 

frequency dependent complex elastic moduli, and attenuation proportional to a functional 

power of frequency, thus preserving causality, is combined with the theory of Biot and 

introduced here. The numerical behavior of both composite models and their effectiveness in 

predicting observed Type I wave attenuation and phase velocity observed experimentally over 

a wide frequency range (10-107 hz) are contrasted and it is found that the causal model is 

superior on physical grounds. Additional support for these models is given by shear wave 

attenuation in soils.

ATTENUATION

Any material that supports stress waves will, to some degree, dissipate this 

mechanical energy by virtue of intrinsic inelastic properties. Attenuation is a measure of this 

energy loss, as the stress wave propagates. The most common measures of attenuation are; 

the attenuation coefficient, a, which is the exponential decay constant of the amplitude of a 

plane wave; the quality factor, Q, sometimes called the dissipation factor; and the logarithmic 

decrement, 5. For travelling plane waves in a linear homogeneous medium, the amplitude of

the displacement as a function of position, x, and time, t, is given by 

1 ) A(x,t) = A y e^kx*tot)
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where to is the angular frequency and k is the wave number. Attenuation is introduced 

mathematically by allowing the wave number to be complex. With

(2) k = kr + i a

the displacement amplitude becomes

(3) A(x,t) = A0 e-<xx e'Cy-w).

The amplitude is expressed in terms of an attenuation coefficient, a, in units of inverse length. 

The phase velocity is

(4) v = co/kr

For one cycle of harmonic oscillation, the distance travelled, x, is expressed as

(5) x = vt = — - v .x ' co

Therefore, the amplitude of the displacement will decrease or attenuate by the factor

(6) exp[-a (2n/a>)v]

over one cycle. If the elastic energy stored at maximum stress and strain is W, the energy loss 

per cycle of a harmonic excitation, AW, is 

AW=W-Wexp[-a (4%/co)v] , 

where the exponential term determines the proportion of energy (amplitude squared) lost. 

Subsequently,

AW/W = 1 -exp[-a (4tt/co)v]

4 m v
co

for small AW. Defining the quality factor, Q, as
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gives a relationship between the energy lost and the attenuation coefficient as

For an oscillating system in free decay, the logarithmic decrement in amplitude is 

defined as

It has commonly been assumed in the literature that a Q value that is independent of 

frequency, or constant, is exactly equivalent to attenuation, a, proportional to the first power of 

frequency. This is only true when a nondispersive phase velocity is assumed. A necessary and 

sufficient condition for causality is given in the form of the Paley-Wiener condition (Papoulis, 

1962) as,

e"8 = exp[-a (2%/(o) v] .

The logarithmic decrement, 6, is defined so that 

exp[-ot (27c/ co) v ] =  e " 8

and, therefore,

C onstant Q

Since, for linear systems,

(11)
v p (Mo) V p M

i  1
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where Vp(°o) is the limit of the phase velocity as co -> oo, Vp(co0) is the phase velocity at angular 

frequency co0, and P denotes the Cauchy principal value. This causality condition can be 

written in terms of the Hilbert transform (White, 1983) as,

(12) ^  ( m f -  <o) dco

for co close to co0. Both equations (11) and (12) dictate that any attenuating medium must be 

dispersive to preserve causality. Therefore, the statement that a constant Q value violates 

causality is not precise. A constant Q only violates causality when the attenuation is directly 

proportional to the first power of frequency. Therefore, linear systems that contain a constant 

Q relationship, must either have attenuation depending on some power of frequency not 

equal to one exactly, or be noncausal.

Empirical Attenuation Behavior

Attenuation for fluid-saturated materials is higher than for dry materials and depends 

upon the degree of saturation and the frequency in complex ways. Studies done on lunar 

samples (Tittmann et. al., 1976) show thoroughly outgassed samples exposed to vapors of 

volatiles and water resulted in significant increases in attenuation with small reductions in 

velocity. Clark et. al. (1980) found that attenuation increased linearly from an outgassed 

condition to a 1 or 2 monolayer coverage of the pore space with water vapor. The use of 

benzene vapor had little effect on attenuation suggesting a chemical or molecular attenuation 

mechanism for water. The polar nature of water is the likely candidate for the mechanism 

(Johnston and Toksoz, 1981). When the mean position of the negative and positive charges 

of a molecule do not coincide, a nearby molecule feels a relatively large dipole-dipole force.
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The strength or magnitude of the dipole moment is given by the charge times the separation. 

The larger the dipole moment, the stronger the force exerted by the polar molecule.

After several monolayers of water vapor have been absorbed, but before bulk water 

effects are observed, the material is considered "room dry" or simply "dry". Most experimental 

data suggests that Q is independent of frequency for materials in this dry state (Johnston, 

1981 ; Birch and Bancroft, 1938; Born, 1941 ; Peselnick and Outerbridge, 1951 ; Pandit and 

Savage, 1973; Nur and Winkler, 1980; Tittmann et. al., 1981). Attenuation for complete fluid 

saturation is generally found to be greater than for the dry case (Toksoz et., al., 1979; 

Johnston and Toksoz, 1980; Winkler and Nur,1979). However, for low frequencies, the 

experimental evidence suggests that values of attenuation for saturated and dry conditions 

converge due to a frequency dependence of flow type attenuation mechanisms (Tittman 

et.,al., 1981). The frequency dependence of Q for saturated materials seems well established 

(Born, 1941; Tittman et. al., 1981; Nur and Winkler, 1980;Spencer, 1981; Gordon, 1974).

It has been found that at strains less than about 10*6, Q is independent of strain 

amplitude (Peselnick and Outerbridge, 1961; Gordon and Davis, 1968; Gordon and Rader, 

1971; McKavanagh and Stacey, 1974; Brennan and Stacey, 1977; Winkler et. al., 1979; 

Johnston and Toksoz, 1980). For these small strains the material is dominated by linear 

effects so that the strain that results from the superposition of two stress functions is equal to 

the sum of the strains that result from the application of each stress function separately. Thus, 

it is mathematically fortunate that theoretical models that describe wave propagation in such 

materials under low strain conditions should necessarily be linear.
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BIOT MODEL

A linear model for the description of stress wave propagation in a statistically 

isotropic solid containing a compressible viscous fluid was presented in 1956 by M.A. Biot 

(Biot, 1956 a,b). In his theory, the porosity of the fluid-solid aggregate is represented by 

interconnected void space, usually referred to as "effective" porosity. Sealed pore space is 

considered part of the solid. The thermo-elastic effect of energy loss due to strain generated 

heat flow is neglected. In addition, the validity of the theory is limited by an upper bound of 

frequency at which the wavelength becomes on the order of the pore size.

Biot's model yields stress-strain relations identical to Hooke's law for an isotropic 

solid with the addition of fluid terms. The relations between stress and strain for the model are,

Ty = the total stress in the i direction on the j plane 

ey = the strain in the i direction on the j plane 

S = fluid stress or pressure 

e = fluid strain

H = shear modulus of solid frame 

X = lame constant

Q, R= elastic deformation constants

TXx = (X + 2p.) exx + Xeyy + Xezz + Qe 

Tyy = XeXx + (X + 2|i) 6yy + Xezz + Qe

Tzz = XeXx + Xeyy + (X + 2jj.)ezz + Qe

TyZ -  M-eyZ

S = Qe:; + ReTZx -

where:
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If the fluid displacement is given as i f  and the frame displacement is given by T?, the relative 

dilatation between the frame and the fluid can be expressed in terms of the porosity, p, by 

e = P DIV ( i f  - "u )

With the volumetric strain of an element of the frame given as 

e = ®xx + eyy + ezz 

the stress-strain relations can be rewritten 

Txx = He - 2 |i(eyy + ezz) - Ce 

Tyy = He - 2 |i(exx + ezz) - Ce 

Tzz = He - 2p(exx + eyy) - Ce 

TXy = M-eXy TyZ = jieyZ

Tzx = M-ezy S = Me - Ce

Considering krj kf and kb to be the bulk moduli of the grains, the fluid, and the skeletal frame 

respectively,
'(kr - kb)2 '

H= ( i D T i f c r ) +
(kr - kb)

C = kr-
(D - kb)

(D - kb)

D = kr [l + (k /k f-1 )P ] .

Mass Coupling

If the relative fluid flow through the pores is not uniform, the kinetic energy per unit volume of 

the system is expressed as,
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2T = P11 v l  + 2P12 V s . v f + P22 V f
—>

where V is the particle velocity vector. If there is no relative fluid flow,

2T = (Pi 1 + 2P12 + P22) ux2 

where ux is the average displacement component of the solid in the x-direction. The total mass

per unit volume of the fluid-solid aggregate is therefore 

P = P11 + 2P12 + P22 

It can be demonstrated that if the average displacement of the fluid is set equal to zero, a force 

must be exerted on the fluid to prevent an average displacement of the fluid. This inertial 

effect is measured by the mass coupling coefficient, p ^ . Hence, P1 2 is an apparent mass not

present in the static case. The result is that the total effective mass of the solid moving in the 

fluid must be equal to the mass of the solid plus an additional apparent mass due to the fluid as 

Pse = Ps + Pa + Pit

where pse is the total effective mass of the solid and pa is the apparent mass given by 

Pa = *Pl2

If the kinetic energy of the system is to be a positive definite quadratic form, the dynamic mass 

coefficients must satisfy the conditions,

P11 P22 • Pi22 > 0  - 

P11 > 0 , P22> 0

These inequalities are always satisfied when 

P11 = Ps + Pa ,

Pl2 = -Pa ,

P22 = Pf + Pa , 

where, ps, pf and pa are positive by their physical nature.

A density parameter may be defined (Stoll and Bryan, 1969) as
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where a is a structural constant representing non-uniform pore fluid motion, thus including the 

mass coupling effect, that has a value determined empirically. This density parameter will be 

useful in simplifying the equations of motion for the fluid-solid system.

Dissipation

Relative motion between the fluid and the solid will result in a dissipation of energy 

due to the viscosity of the fluid. For bulk fluid flow, the dissipation function is assumed to be 

proportional to the square of the relative velocity between the fluid and solid. It is also assumed 

that bulk fluid flow breaks down at and above a critical frequency where the quarter wavelength 

is on the order of the pore diameter given by 

(14) fc = 4 d ^  '

where r| = viscosity, pf is the fluid density, and d is the diameter of the pores. In these high 

frequency ranges, bulk fluid flow is replaced by a more complicated description of dissipation 

involving frictional forces excited by the fluid along a thin boundary layer. This treatment leads 

to a complex viscosity correction factor applied to the fluid viscosity.

Complex Viscosity Function

If the pore fluid is oscillating within the frame skeleton at low frequencies, the 

pressure gradient in the fluid is transmitted to the frame by viscous drag. At higher 

frequencies, the effects of oscillatory motion result in a frictional force due to viscosity only 

near a thin boundary layer .(The velocity of a flowing fluid is exactly zero precisely at the surface 

of a stationary solid contacting the fluid.). At these higher frequencies, Biot introduced a



frequency dependent proportionality function applied to the viscosity so that r\ is replaced by 

t|F(k ) . The proportionality factor is derived considering a straight tube of circular cross section 

and radius = a.

In cylindrical coordinates, with the motion and the pressure gradient in the axial 

direction only, the equation of motion for the fluid is

where Vr is the relative velocity of the fluid with respect to the solid oscillating as the sinusoidal 

function of the time eitot, r is the radial coordinate, and Z is a generalized force in the axial 

direction. Also

where pf is the mass density of the fluid. Equation (15) is Bessel's differential equation for Vr. 

The general solution, finite at r = o, is

The functions ber(x) and bei(x) are the real and imaginary parts of the Kelvin functions of the 

first kind and zero order (McLachlan, 1934). Applying appropriate boundary conditions and 

evaluating the frictional force for the average velocity between the fluid and the solid yields a 

measure of the deviation from bulk fluid flow expressed as the frequency dependent complex 

function

where C is a constant and
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where

and
T (  _ ber' ( k ) + i bel' (k)

ber ( k ) + i b e ! (k )

ber'(K) =-^ber(K) , 

bei'(K) = ^ b e i(K ) .

For the two dimensional case of a slit with the pore-size parameter, a, chosen as 2/3 the width 

of the slit, Biot found the corresponding functional form of F(k) gave the same numerical 

values as F(k ) derived for the three dimensional tube given above. This suggests that F(k), 

given in equation (15), may be used for pores of arbitrary shape by determining the value of 

the pore-size parameter experimentally. Therefore, the pore-size paramter is a quantity, with 

the dimension of length, that will depend on both the size and geometry of the pores. For 

circular pores, the pore-size parameter is simply the pore diameter.

Equations of Motion

Biot's derivation of the equations of motion for the fluid-solid system under 

consideration leads to a pair of coupled differential equations in displacements (Biot, 1956a). 

Applying the divergence operation for both equations yields the equations of motion for

dilatational waves given as

(17) V2 (He - Ce) = ^  (pe - pje) ,

(18) v 2 (C e-M e) = ^ - ( p fe -m E )  - I  .

Similarly, applying the curl operation yields the equations of motion for rotational waves given 

as
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U V 2ûî =^2" ( p # -  pf0) ,

(k)f = S (p,5"m6) ’

where

ô? = CURL u ,

6 = PCURL ("u-*U) .

In both pairs of equations, p is the total mass density, k is the permeability of the porous frame 

in units of (length)2, and m is the mass density parameter previously introduced (Equation 13). 

Because of the complex configuration of pore spaces practically encountered, the structural 

constant, a , must be determined experimentally.

Wave Propagation in a Biot Medium

If the Biot medium is composed of a perfectly elastic solid frame and the saturating 

fluid is non-viscous, the solutions to the equations of motion show two kinds of dilatational 

waves and one rotational wave travel in the aggregate, without attenuation or dispersion. For a 

viscous fluid, the dissipation function in both wave equations leads to attenuation and 

dispersion for all three waves. Dilatational waves of the second kind (Type II waves) are highly 

attenuated diffusion waves at low frequencies and moderately attenuated waves at high 

frequencies. The existence of these Type II waves has been experimentally verified (Fiona, 

1980) and found to be consistent with the Biot theory (Dutta, 1980).

In order to describe attenuation as a function of frequency, in the fluid-elastic frame 

media, it is convenient to introduce a characteristic frequency

(19) fc = 2itkpf
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where r| = viscosity, (3 = porosity, k = permeability, and pf is the mass density of the fluid. The 

kinematic viscosity, _[!L is dominated by viscous drag at lower frequencies and by the inertia of

the fluid at higher frequencies. Therefore, the characteristic frequency of a material should 

give an indication of the frequency ranges in which the particular fluid effect is predominant. 

Biot showed numerically that a peak in attenuation per cycle for rotational waves occurs at 

about fc for several materials. However, the peak attenuation for Type I waves occurred at 

frequencies between fc and 3fc. Peak Type I wave attenuation at approximately (1/3)fc has 

been demonstrated for water-saturated loose gravel (White,1983), indicating viscous fluid 

drag is the most important attenuating fluid mechanism, in this particular medium.

Biot gave the frequency dependence of attenuation for Type I and Type II waves by 

investigating frequency ranges relative to fc. With "<= " indicating "directly proportional to", 

results are given below for Type I attenuation, a-j((o), and Type II attenuation, ô Cco).

For f «  fc,

«1 (co) oc f 2 ,

«2 (œ) = V ~ T  (diffusion wave).

For f »  fc,

0C1 (to) oc V f ,

0.2 (co) oc V T

FRAME RESPONSES 

To form a complete model of a composite, fluid-solid aggregate material, Biot's 

theory should include an inelastic skeletal frame. Two theoretical descriptions of inelastic 

skeletal frames will be presented and incorporated into Biot's fluid-solid model. It has been
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experimentally verified that dry materials are both governed by linear effects for low strains and 

exhibit frequency independent Q behavior (Johnston and Toksoz, 1981). Hence, it is 

desirable to describe theoretically, unsaturated frame responses that incorporate frequency 

independent Q and linear stress-strain relations.

The Constant Q (CQ) Model

When two physical effects such as stress and strain are linearly related, the 

relationship may be expressed using convolution. For stress,T(t), and strain, e(t), as functions 

of time,

(20) T(t) = m(t) * e(t) ,

e(t) = s(t) * T(t) ,

where m(t) and s(t) are real functions describing the modulus and compliance respectively. 

The convolution operator, *, is defined by 

f(t) * g(t) = J° f (t-f) g (V) dt'.

The relations (20) imply

(21) 5(t) = m(t) * s(t) ,

where 5(t) is the Dirac delta function. Defining the Fourier transform by

F((o) = J°f (1) e"itû* dt ,

and the inverse Fourier transform by

f (t) = 2 7  ”  F (û>) eiû)t dm ,

equations (20) and (21) can be written in the frequency domain by Fourier transformation as

(22) T((d) = M(co) • E(œ) ,
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(23) E(w) = S(co) • T(co) ,

(24) 1 = M(cû) • S(to)

A function that describes the strain that results from a unit step in stress is called a 

creep function. The creep function chosen by (Kjartansson, 1979), is

<25> « P - M o r  (^ ) £ f  t > °

x|/(t) = 0  t < 0

where F is the gamma function, t0 is an arbitrary reference time, and M0 has the dimension of 

modulus (i.e. force/distance2 = dyne/cm2). The compliance is given by the time derivative of 

the creep function. This can be seen by considering 

V(t) =s(t) * u(t) ,

where u(t) is the unit step function. Since 
t

\|/(t)= j  s(t)dt' ,

from the definition of the convolution operation, the compliance can be written as 

(26) S(t) = ^  #  .

The compliance is therefore

(27> s<'>- m — ( I T s a  ( y 2y f  ' , > 0

s(t) = 0  . t < 0 .

In the frequency domain, the compliance is 

( 28) 2Y ,

where co0 = - —

Using equation (24) and (25), the expression for the plane wave modulus is given as

(29) M(co) = M0 .
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The proportionality between stress and strain for dilatation can be written as

(30) T xx =  M(œ) Exx ,

where the capital letters designate Fourier transformed frequency domain representations. 

Assuming

(31) T xy =  p.((û) EXy ,

where |i(co) = g 0 ^ ~ - J ys

for shear stress-strain and using the fact that the power, n, of a complex number, z, can be 

expressed as

zn = rn e 'n® ,

with

z =x  + iy

r = (x2 + y2) 1/2 

0 = arctan ^

the expressions (30) and (31) can be written as

(32) Txx = M0 | ^ - | 27p e™7PExx ,

(33) T x y -^ c  i y 2YS e^sExy ,

for oo > 0 .

The phase angle between stress and strain is Try. With Q determined by the ratio of real to 

imaginary parts of the complex moduli (White, 1983), we have

(34) = tan (tty)

and

(35) y = - a r c t a n ^
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Thus Q is independent of frequency.

Expressing the plane wave solution to the one dimensional wave equation as 

U(t,x) = e'G* exp[ito(t-x/v)] ;

and substituting the modulus given in (28) or (29) yields the attenuation, a(co), as
co "Y
co0

(36) a(co) = tan

and the dispersive phase velocity, V(to), as

(37) V((0) = Co | ^ - |  T ,

it is seen that C0 is the phase velocity at the arbitrary reference frequency, coq. With the mass 

density of the frame described in terms of the porosity, p, and the mass density of the 

individual grains, pr, then for compressional waves,

(38) C0 = V((0o) = [ (i^ ; ] 1/2 /  COS ,

as derived by Kjartanssan, (1979). Therefore, using equations (19), (20) and (2 1 ) for 

compressional waves,

(39) “ ?<“ ) = [  v ^ r  ] tan & )  y

and

(40) Vp(co) = [(i^ - ] 1/2 l ^ - | 7P/c o s  ( ^ )  ,

where

(41 ) M0 = (1-|3)pr [Vp(mo) cos ( ^ l  ; 

and for shear waves,

( 4 2 )  a * , a > )  =  I  v S r  I t a n  ( t 1 )  1 1  Y s  ■

(43) v * w = [ ( i % ] ^  7 005 •
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where

(44) Mo = (1-p)pr [Vs(coo) COS

Equations (39) through (44) show that for measured or assumed values of the phase velocity 

at some arbitrary reference frequency and Q, the attenuation, phase velocity, and hence the 

complex moduli of the frame at any positive frequency may be determined for both 

compressional and shear waves.

Since the creep function will be zero for negative time, no strain can precede the 

applied stress and the material is causal.

In summary, the CQ model describes a linear, causal material with Q independent of 

frequency and moduli that are complex and weakly dependent on frequency.

The Near-Elastic (NE) Model

The relations between stress and strain for this model are given in the frequency

domain as

(45) Txx = (M + iM')Exx

for simple extension and

(46) TXy = (|i + ip. ) Exx

for shear strain (White, 1965). In both equations (45) and (46) the moduli are defined to be 

complex constants, with positive real and imaginary parts. The assumption of near elasticity 

(M,« M )  permits equation (45) to be written

(47)

= M e"iMVM Exx

With Q determined by the phase angle between stress and strain
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r za rc la n  ( w )  = 0p = ü r

Defining 0S as ,

Txy = |iie"i6s Exy

then

(49) S7 = 0 s = ^  '

For displacement in the x-direction only, ux, the frequency domain wave equation is

(M + = -pci)2 ux . w > 0

Assuming a solution of the form

ux = u0 exp [-^-a + ,

it is seen that

(50)

and
1/2

(51) Vp = (M/p)

Since the phase velocity, Vp, is independent of frequency, the near-elastic solid model 

violates the necessary causality conditions given in equations (1 1 ) and (1 2 ).

Therefore, the near-elastic solid describes a linear, noncausal material, with Q 

independent of frequency and moduli that are complex and frequency independent.

BIOT THEORY CONTAINING INELASTIC FRAME RESPONSE 

Applying the complex viscosity factor, F(k )ti, to replace the viscosity, % the 

equations of motion of the Blot fluid-elastic solid system for dilatational waves are,
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V2 (He - Ce) » (pe-pfc)

V2 (Ce - Me) = | ^ -  (p,e -  me) - | f -

Assuming solutions for the dilatation of the frame, e, and the relative dilatation between the 

frame and the fluid, e, of the form 

e = C i eftot- ix)]  

e = C2 e['(ot ' 1 x)] 

with I = lr + ilj results in the frequency domain equation

(52) I^H - po)̂

|2C-

I^C - pfû)2

|2̂ yl . mr^2mtû^ + ICO

The two complex roots of equation (52) give the attenuation, lj, and the phase velocity,-p, as
*r

a function of frequency for both types of dilatational waves. The parameters H, C, and M are

defined previously with the elastic bulk and shear moduli of the frame replaced with the

appropriate complex moduli describing inelastic behavior of the frame. This introduces

dissipation, particular to the inelastic model assumed, attributed to the frame response of the

fluid-solid system. The complex modulus given by the CQ model, from equation (32), is

(53) M(cd) = M0 1 i L  I ^  cos (rr/p) + i [M0 | JL. sin(7TYp)]
COq

for the plane wave modulus and, from equation (37),

(54) îi(w) = Ho I |27S cos (Ttys) + i [Ho 1UJ 0 UJ o
sin(7TYs)]

for the shear wave modulus. The complex moduli given by the NE model have frequency 

independent real and imaginary parts. From equations (45) and (46) these are

(55) E U  M + iM*

H = H + ip.’
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The frequency equation for rotational waves in a Biot medium is

(56) po2 - pJ2 Pfto2

Pfto2 m w 2 . j [ w F p i ]

where the complex roots yield the attenuation and the phase velocity as a function of 

frequency for the rotational wave. Replacing the shear modulus with the appropriate complex, 

inelastic moduli introduces an added shear dissipation attributed to the frame response of the 

fluid-solid aggregate.

Q model and the near-elastic model descriptions of frame inelasticity, two different materials 

were considered. The composite models were compared with each other and also to 

published empirical data. The composite models, hereafter called simply the CQ model and 

the NE model, were studied over an extended frequency range,10 Hz - 107 Hz, in order to 

include frequencies most practically encountered in experiment and for more complete 

comparisons of the theoretical responses of both models. Since investigations of the NE 

model have been published (Stoll and Bryan, 1969, and Stoll, 1977) emphasis of the 

numerical examples will be given, but not limited to, the CQ model.

The first example considers uniform saturated sands with the following 

characteristics and with the frame response described by the complex moduli given by the CQ 

model and the NE model as separate cases:

NUMERICAL EXAMPLES

To investigate the behavior of attenuation and phase velocity for both the constant

bulk modulus of grains = 3.6 x 1011 dyn/cm2
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bulk modulus of fluid 

mass density of grains 

mass density of fluid 

extentional velocity of frame 

shear velocity of frame 

log decrement for longitudinal 

vibrations of frame 

log decrement for shear 

vibrations of frame 

viscosity of fluid 

porosity 

permeability

structure constant (Eq. 13) 

pore-size parameter (Eq. 16a)

= 2 .0  x 1 0 10 dyn/cm2 

= 2.65 g/cm3 

= 1.0  g/cm3 

= 3 x 102 m/sec 

= 2.14 x 102 m/sec

= 0.074

=  0.10

= 10  "2 dyn-sec/cm2 

= 0 .2  to 0 .8  

= 1 0 '6 to 10"8 cm2 

= 1.0 to 4.3 

= 10*2 to 10"4  cm

The values above are given by Stoll and Bryan, (1969), as typical of those found from 

experiment for sands, with the range of permeabilities for coarse to fine sand and an upper limit 

on the structure constant range that has been obtained experimentally for sands. The 

velocities and log decrements have been obtained experimentally for dry sand with 

frequencies ranging from 525hz to 6 OOhz (Hardin, 1965). The arbitrary reference frequency, 

called for in the CQ model, was thus set to be the average of these two values.

To consider the contribution of frame inelasticity to the composite models, the 

imaginary part of the complex moduli were neglected. The attenuation of the normal 

compressional wave (Type I), the Type II (diffusive) wave, and the shear wave for elastic and 

inelastic CQ frame response is shown in figures 1-3 for the mid range values of porosity (0.4),
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permeability (10*7 cm2 ), structure constant (3.0) and pore-size parameter (10-2 cm). The 

values of attenuation given by the NE model for all three waves was found to be within the 

programmatical round off error of the values given by the CQ model and hence would precisely 

overlay these figures. Thus, both the elastic and inelastic frame response of both models is, 

for all practical purposes the same for the attenuation of Type I, Type II, and S-waves in sands 

with the physical properties presently under consideration. From figure 1, the contribution of 

frame inelasticity to the attenuation of the Type I wave is seen to be greatest at the low and 

high frequencies, ranging from approximately 70 percent of the total attenuation at 10hz to 

slightly more than 2 0  percent at 1 0 0 hz and from a negligible contribution at approximately 

300khz to slightly more than 25 percent of the total attenuation near 10Mhz. The attenuation 

of the Type II wave is affected only at higher frequencies by frame inelasticity, ranging from 40 

percent of the total attenuation at about 8 Mhz to a negligible contribution of approximately 40 

khz as seen from figure 2. In figure 3, the relative contribution of frame inelasticity to the 

attenuation of a shear wave is seen to be much larger than was observed for the other two 

wave types. The attenuation due to the inelastic response of the frame is approximately 99 

percent of the total attenuation at 10hz, 68  percent of at 10khz, and 94 percent at 8 Mhz, again 

greater for high and low frequencies but appreciable in the mid-range of frequencies 

considered. Therefore, the greatest effects of frame inelasticity on the attenuation of the Type 

I, Type II, and shear wave, for the material under consideration, are generally present at low and 

high frequencies and have the most influence on the attenuation of the shear wave for both 

the CQ model and the NE model.

The effect of frame inelasticity on phase velocity was seen to be negligible for both 

models and all three types of waves. However, the response of each model was slightly
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Figure 1.) Effect of frame inelasticity for CQ model. Type I wove.
(Elastic frame = --------- , Inelastic frame =-------- ]
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Figure 2.) Effect of frame inelasticity for CQ model. Type II wove.
[Elastic frame =--------- , Inelastic frame =-------  )
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Figure 3.) Effect of frame inelasticity for CQ model, shear wave.
(Elastic frame =--------- , Inelastic frame =-------  )
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different for the Type II, and shear wave velocity, as can be seen in figures 4 and 5. For these 

two waves, the velocity given by the CQ model is slightly greater at the higher frequencies 

than that given by the NE model. The differences, however, are always less than 10 percent 

and thus would be difficult to experimentally discern.

To determine the influence of variations in permeability, structure constant, pore- 

size parameter, and porosity on the attenuation and phase velocity spectra, these parameters 

were individually varied while all remaining parameters where held constant. For all variations of 

these four parameters, the differences in the attenuation spectrum between the CQ model 

and the NE model were negligible for all three wave types. However, differences in the Type II 

and shear wave velocities predicted by the models are apparent and will be discussed. Figures 

6-29 show the effect of changing these four parameters considering the CQ model. The effect 

of varying the porosity; for the values 0 .2 , 0.4, and 0.8, can be seen in figures 6 -1 1 . The 

attenuation for both the Type II wave and the shear wave uniformly increases with increasing 

porosity. However, the Type I wave attenuation has more or less the opposite behavior, 

increasing attenuation for decreasing porosity, for the lower frequencies. This increase in 

attenuation at the lower frequencies, for small values of porosity, suggests a predominate 

influence of fluid effects since frame inelasticity tends to increase the attenuation at low 

frequencies as was noted in figure 1. Although the phase velocity for the three wave types 

generally decreases for increasing porosity, as seen in figures 9-11, the Type II wave exhibits a 

more complicated behavior. While a decrease in Type II velocity for increasing porosity is 

observed below the kilohertz range, above this range the velocity for the lowest porosity 

considered crosses over to actually become lower for the higher frequencies. The critical 

transitional frequency discussed earlier (Eq. 18 and 23), above which bulk fluid flow breaks 

down and is replaced frictional forces excited by the fluid can be written as
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Figure 4 .] Comparison of CQ model with NE model. Type I I  wove. 
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Figure 6.) Effect of variation of porosity, CQ model. Type I wove.
(Porosity : ------ = 0.2,-------   0.4,--------   0.8)
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Figure 7.) Effect of variation of porosity, CQ model, Type II wove.
(Porosity : -----   0.2,-------- = 0.4,..........= 0.8)
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Figure 8.) Effect of variation of porosity, CQ model, shear wove.
(Porosity : ------ = 0.2,-------- = 0.4,......... = 0.8)
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Figure 9.) Effect of variation of porosity, CQ model. Type I wove.
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Figure 10.) Effect of variation of porosity. CQ model. Type II wove.
(Porosity : ------= 0.2,--------= 0.4,--------= 0.8)
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Figure 11.) Effect of voriotion of porosity, CQ model, shear wove.
(Porosity : ------ = 0.2,-------- = 0.4,..........= 0.8)
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f° -  27tkpj

where r \ -  viscosity, p = porosity, k = permeability, and pf= the density of the fluid (White,

1983). For the values used to create figure 10, fc= 3183hz, for p = 0.2, which is the point at 

which the velocity curve, for this porosity, undergoes the seemingly anomalous transition to 

lower velocity. This implies that for lower porosities, the frictional forces excited by the fluid at 

high frequencies, which necessitated the introduction of the complex viscosity factor in the 

general theory, becomes an important factor for the Type II wave velocity under these 

conditions.

Figures 12-17 illustrate the variation of permeability, for the CQ model, with values of 

1 0 -6 , 10-7 an(j  -jo' 8 cm2 . As seen in figure 12, the Type I wave attenuation decreases for 

decreasing permeability for low frequencies, undergoes a transition between 2 khz and 

200khz then increases with decreasing permeability for higher frequencies. The critical 

transitional frequency ranges from 637hz, 6.4 khz, and 63.7 khz for permeabilities of 10*6 , 10" 

7, and 10"8 cm2 respectively. Each curve tends to show a change in slope near the respective 

transitional frequency and the overall attenuation is therefore closely consistent with predicted 

critical frequency transition to attenuation due to fluid controlled frictional forces at high 

frequencies. Therefore, as permeability decreases, the contribution of the high frequency 

fluid effects in increasing Type I wave attenuation, as predicted by the general theory, seems 

to be established and well behaved.

The Type II attenuation uniformly increases with decreasing permeability, as shown 

in figure 13, while the attenuation of the shear wave, in figure 14, is not greatly influenced by 

permeability variations, only slightly exhibiting the same general behavior that was noted for 

the Type I wave attenuation for varying permeability. As can be seen in figures 15-17, only the
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Figure 12.) Effect of variation of permeability, CQ model. Type I wove.
(Permeability : -------  = 1E-S (cm) (cm),---------= IE-7 (an!(cm),

------------= IE-8 (cm)(cm) )
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Figure 13.) Effect of variation of permeability, CQ model. Type II wove.
(Permeability : ------- = lE-o(cm)(cm), IE-7 (cm)(cm),

  : IE-9 (cm)(cm) )
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Figure 14.) Effect of variation of permeability, CQ model, shear wove.
(Permeability : ------- = 1E-S (cm) (cm),---------= IE-7 (cm) (cm),

............  = IE-8 (cm)(cm) )
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Figure 15.) Effect of variation of permeability, CQ model. Type I wove.
(Permeability : ------- = IE-6 (cm) (cm),----------= IE-7 (cm) (cm),

  :  IE-8 (cm)(cm) )
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Figure 16.) Effect of variation of permeability, CQ model. Type II wove.
(Permeability :  = 1E-S (cm) (c m ),------------ = IE-7 (cm) (cm),
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Figure 17.) Effect of variation of permeability. CQ model, shear wove.
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velocity of the Type II wave is greatly influenced by changes in permeability. While all three 

wave types show a decrease in velocity for decreasing permeability, the Type II wave velocity 

has a more pronounced response, gently increasing with increasing frequency for low 

permeability, and rapidly rising and leveling off with increasing frequency for higher 

permeability.

The effect of the variation of the structure factor is shown in figures 18-23. This 

structure factor was introduced in the general theory (Eq. 13) as a consequence of mass- 

coupling, reflecting mainly the fact that the geometry of the pore system, in general, prevents 

uniform pore fluid motion in the direction of the macroscopic pressure gradient, resulting in an 

apparent density larger than the actual density. For uniform circular pores, the structure factor 

would be equal to 1, and will increase for increasing irregularity of the pores. Since most 

materials are not uniform in pore tortuosity, the structure constant must be determined by 

experiment in practice. The values of 1.0, 3.0, and 4.3 for the structure factor were compared. 

Figures 18-20 show the effect of the variation of this parameter on attenuation. As the factor is 

increased, all three wave types exhibit a decrease in attenuation, becoming more pronounced 

with increasing frequency. The same effect is observed for the velocities of all three wave 

types as shown in figures 21-23, with the Type II wave velocity have larger relative variation for 

changes in the structure factor.

The pore-size parameter, described earlier (Eq. 20a), has the dimensions of length 

and depends on both the size and geometry of the pores. In the case of circular pores, the 

pore-size parameter is the radius of the individual pores. For more complicated pore shapes, 

an experimental measurement of the complex viscosity factor (Eq. 20) is needed to determine 

the pore-size parameter accurately. It is noted that the validity of the general theory is limited to 

frequencies where the wavelength is large compared to the pore size. For sands similar to
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Figure 18.] Effect of variation of structure factor. CQ model. Type I wove.
(Structure factor : -----  = 1 . 0 , --------= 3.0,   = 4.3 )
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Figure 19.] Effect of variation of structure factor. CQ model. Type II wove.
(Structure factor : -----  = 1 .0 , -------- =3.0,   =4.3]
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Figure 20.) Effect of variation of structure factor, CQ model, shear wove.
(Structure factor : -----  - 1 .0 ,----- = 3.0,   = 4.3 )
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Figure 21.) Effect of voriotion of structure factor, CQ model. Type I wave.
(Structure factor : -----  = 1 .0 ,------- = 3.0,   = 4.3 )
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Figure 22.) Effect of variation of structure factor, CQ model. Type II wove.
[Structure factor : -----  = 1 .0 ,----------= 3.0,   = 4.3 )
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Figure 23.) Effect of variation of structure factor. CQ model, shear wove.
(Structure factor : -----  = 1 .0 , ----- = 3.0,   =4.3)
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those under consideration, this would limit the frequency to about 106 hz for a pore-size 

parameter greater than about 1 x 10*5 cm (Stoll and Bryan, 1969). The pore-size parameter 

was varied for values of 10*2,10*3, and 10'4 cm and the resulting attenuation curves for the 

three wave types are shown in figures 24-26. Since both the attenuation transition frequency 

and the pore-size parameter are functions of the size of the pores, the effect of the low to high 

frequency fluid contribution on the attenuation should be significant for changes in the pore- 

size parameter, especially when values near the order of the size of the pores are considered. 

This is clearly seen in the attenuation curves for all three wave types in figures 24-26. As the 

pore-size is decreased, a transition in attenuation is observed in the kilohertz range for the 

three types of waves. In the high frequency range, as the pore-size parameter is decreased, 

which corresponds a functional decrease in pore size, the attenuation decreases. For 

materials with the same permeability but different pore sizes, the tortuosity of the pore 

geometry must increase, if the relative pore size is increased, in order to maintain a constant 

permeability. Thus, the decrease in attenuation with a decrease in the pore-size parameter for 

a constant value of permeability, as shown in figures 24-26, implies a decrease in attenuation 

with decreasing pore tortuosity. This is exactly the behavior noted for the variation of the 

structure factor, which is a functional measure of pore geometry or tortuosity. Therefore, for 

increasingly irregular pore distributions, the high frequency inertial fluid effects occurring 

above the transitional frequency result in an increase in attenuation for all three wave types. An 

increase in phase velocity above the transitional frequency range, seen in figures 27-29, 

similarly indicates an increase in velocity for increasingly irregular pore geometry for high 

frequencies. The relative differences in velocity are not, however, as great as the relative 

differences in attenuation, especially for the Type I and Type II waves, suggesting the high 

frequency fluid effects have a less important influence on velocity than attenuation.
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Figure 24.) Effect of voriotion of pore-size parameter, CQ model. Type I wove.
(Pore-size parameter : --------  = IE-2 (cm ),----------= IE-3 (cm),

  = IE-4 (cm) )
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Figure 25.] Effect of variation of pore-size parameter, CQ model. Type II wove.
(Pore-size parameter : -------  = IE-2 (cm ),--------= IE-3 (cm),
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Figure 26.) Effect of variation of pore-size parameter, CQ model, shear wove.
(Pore-size parameter : -------  = IE-2 (cm), --------= IE-3 (cm),

  = IE-4 (cm) )
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Figure 27.) Effect of variation of pore-size parameter, CQ model, Type I wove.
(Pore-size parameter : --------  = IE-2 (cm ),--------   IE-3 (cm),

  = IE-4 (cm) )
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Figure 28.1 Effect of variation of pore-size parameter. CQ model. Type II wove.
.(Pore-size parameter ; ------- = IE-2 (cm ),-------- = IE-3 (cm),

  - IE-4 (cm) )
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Figure 29.) Effect of variation of pore-size parameter, CQ model, shear wove.
(Pore-size parameter : -------  - 1E-Z (cm),----------= IE-3 (cm),

  = IE-4 (cm) )
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Several generalizations may be made concerning the attenuation and phase 

velocity response given by both the CQ model and NE model for variations in porosity, 

permeability, structure constant, and pore-size parameter. In all cases, the effect of the 

variation of each of these four parameters is virtually the same for both the CQ model and the 

NE model, as is the overall response of the attenuation and phase velocity for the material 

considered. The only exceptions are slight differences in the dispersion of the Type II wave 

and the shear wave velocities. These are shown in figures 30a, 30b, 31a and 31 b for different 

values of porosity. The contribution of the inelasticity of the frame is greatest at the low and 

high frequencies for both attenuation and phase velocity. Attenuation behavior as a function 

of frequency shows the largest non-uniform effects for variations in the permeability and pore- 

size parameter for the Type I wave and for variations of the pore-size parameter for the Type II 

wave. All variations showed relatively insignificant influence on attenuation for the shear wave. 

The characteristics of the phase velocity responses show the largest, non-uniform effects for 

variations in the porosity, permeability, and pore-size parameter for the Type II wave and for 

variations in the permeability and pore-size parameter for the Type I wave.

In order to compare the predicted attenuation and phase velocity of both the CQ 

model and NE model with experimental values, parameter ranges for coarse to fine sand (Stoll 

and Bryan, 1969) where chosen as,

Coarse -  permeability = 10*6 cm 2

pore-size parameter = 7.1 x 10"3 cm 

Medium -  permeability = 10'7cm2

pore-size parameter = 2.2 x 10"3 cm 

Fine -  permeability = 10'8 cm2

pore-size parameter = 7.1 x 1 (Mem
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with porosity = 0.4 assumed in each case, structure factor = 3.0 and all other parameters the 

same those given earlier for uniform saturated sands. The resulting Type I wave attenuation 

and velocity responses, as a function of frequency, were found to be identical for both the CQ 

model and the NE model when the sands described by the values above were considered.

The attenuation of the Type I wave was compared to measured values for the ranges 

of coarse to fine sand and the comparison is shown in figure 32. The measured attenuation is 

shown in three frequency ranges, in an attempt to compare the attenuation response over the 

wide range of frequencies considered for the model responses. The low frequency 

measurements (50-400 hz) are from Tullos and Reid, (1969), for interbedded sand and clay 

from Gulf of Mexico coastal sediments. These measurements were made downhole, from 7.5 

to 110 ft. depth using blasting caps. The mid-range frequency measurements (3.5-14 khz) 

were made by Hamilton, (1972) off the coast of San Diego, for in-situ coarse (mean grain 

diameter =.57 mm) to fine (.1 mm) bottom sands. Probes were inserted to a depth of 30-60 cm 

into the sands and values obtained at 3.5 khz, 7 khz, and 14 khz. The high frequency 

measurements (200-1000 khz) were made by Nolle, et.al, (1963), in the laboratory using a 

pulsed signal echo-ranging system to measure reflected signal amplitude. Pure sand, in water, 

was tested with grain sizes ranging from fine (.1 mm), medium (.4 mm), to coarse (.6 mm). The 

mean porosity for the materials in the mid to high frequency ranges is 0.43.

From figure 32, it can be seen that the experimentally measured attenuation values 

are very close to the values predicted by both models. The frequency dependence of the 

lower frequency measurements does not closely match the frequency dependence given by 

the models. However, the material measured was an interbedded sand-clay, assumed to be 

only partially saturated, and only general orders of attenuation should be compared. The mid

range frequency measurements are close to the transition frequency of the models, where
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Figure 32.) Comparison of CQ model with measured values. Type I wave.
Range of values fo r coarse (= - - - - - - -  ) La fin e  [= .......  ) sand.
Experimental data = -------  : 50-400hz -  Tullos and R eid ,1969.
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high frequency fluid effects are influencing the theoretical attenuation response, thus 

complicating frequency dependence comparisons. The general trend of these mid-range 

measurements seems to fall between the fine-grained and medium-grained model responses 

indicating a closer fit might be obtained by appropriately adjusting the model parameters for 

the specific materials tested. The high frequency empirical data closely matches the model 

responses for grain size and frequency dependence. The overall steepening of the 

attenuation curves with decreasing frequency is observed in the mid-range and high 

frequency empirical data. It should be noted that these experimental data were obtained from 

different methods with probable variations in density, temperature, gradation, and stress 

conditions and hence only general orders of magnitude of the absolute attenuation, over the 

limited frequency ranges, can be compared with a reasonable degree of confidence. Although 

agreement with the theoretical responses is certainly reasonable, much additional 

experimental work is necessary to establish the validity of the theory over the wide of 

frequencies considered.

The CQ model response (and thus the identical NE model response) for Type I wave 

phase velocity in coarse to fine sand is compared to the experimental data in figure 33. The low 

frequency experimental values represent the average velocity measured over the frequency 

range (50-400hz) since no attempt was made to measure frequency dependence by the 

authors. The mid-range frequency data were obtained by measuring the travel time over a i m  

path between receiver probes. Although these measurements indicate velocity is a function of 

grain size, no detectable dispersion was observed. The high frequency measurements are 

averaged from the data scatter to be constant and the phase velocity was found to be 

independent of grain size. Comparison between the measurement velocities and the
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predicted velocities show the model response to be from 13 percent to 2 percent too low. 

However, the characteristic velocity dependence on grain size is, in general, predicted by the 

model for the mid-range frequency measurements. In addition, the observed independence 

of measured velocity to grain size in the high frequency data, is seen in the theoretical velocity 

response. The theoretical dispersion over the frequency range considered, is only about 3 

percent and occurs primarily over a relatively small frequency interval. Therefore, this restricted 

amount of dispersion is consistent with the frequency independence of velocity observed 

experimentally for these sand types in the frequency ranges compared.

Given the inaccuracies in comparing the theoretical responses of generalized 

representations of coarse to fine sand with experimental data obtained by different methods 

for similar materials, the predicted attenuation and phase velocity given by both the CQ model 

and the NE model is in reasonable agreement with experiment.

To extend the numerical analysis of the CQ and NE models, a fine-grained material is 

considered next. Such a fine-grained material was reported by Wood and Weston, (1964) for 

Emsworth mud with the properties,

mass density of grains = 2.3 g/cm3

porosity = 0.76

permeability = 2.6 x 10'11 cm2

pore-size parameter = 1.31 x 10"5 cm

and

viscosity of fluid

bulk modulus of fluid

bulk modulus of grains

mass density of fluid

= 2 x 1010 dyn/cm2 

= 3.6 x 10 11 dyn/cm2 

= 1.0 g/cm2

= 1.0 x 10'2 dyn-sec/cm2
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shear modulus of frame = 2.21 x 108 dyn/cm2

bulk modulus of frame = 1.21 x 108 dyne/cm3

shear log decrement of frame = 0.5

bulk log decrement of frame = 0.5

structure constant = 1.25

as given by Stoll, (1977), for this material. Figures 34-39 demonstrate the effect of frame 

inelasticity on the CQ model response for this fine-grained material. The attenuation and 

phase velocity responses, given by both the CQ model and the NE model, are found to have 

virtually the same relative differences when the inelastic frame response is compared to elastic 

frame response. Hence, a comparison of inelastic frame to elastic frame for the CQ model will 

illustrate the relative effect of frame inelasticity for both models.

As can be seen, in figure 34 and figure 36, the attenuation of the Type I wave and 

the shear wave are dominated by the inelastic frame contribution of this fine-grained material. 

At 10hz, all of the attenuation (99.999%) is attributed to the inelastic frame response, for both 

the Type Iwave and the shear wave. At 8 Mhz, the inelasticity of the frame accounts for about 

71 percent of the attenuation of the Type I wave, and about 67 percent of the attenuation of 

the shear wave. The Type II wave attenuation seen in figure 35, is not strongly affected by 

frame inelasticity and shows a small, uniform increase in attenuation, at all frequencies 

considered, with the introduction of frame inelasticity. The effect of frame inelasticity on the 

phase velocity of the three wave types is shown in figures 37-39. The Type I velocity is not 

affected by the inelasticity of the frame, while the Type II and shear waves exhibit a slight 

increase in velocity with the addition of frame inelasticity. Therefore, the inelasticity of the 

frame has negligible influence on the velocity at which all three wave types propagate in this
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Figure 34.) Effect of fine-grained frame inelasticity for CQ model. Type I wove.
(Elastic frame = -------- , Inelastic frame = -------  )
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Figure 35.) Effect of fine-grained frame inelasticity for CQ model,Type II wave.
(Elastic frame = -------- , Inelastic frame = -------- $
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Figure 36.) Effect of fine-grained frame inelasticity for CQ model, shear wave.
(Elastic frame = --------, Inelastic frame =  )
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Figure 37.) Effect of fine-grained frame frame inelasticity for CQ model. Type I
wave.The elastic frame and inelastic frame velocity response curves ore seen to

overlay.
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Figure 38.] Effect of fine-grained frame inelasticity for CQ model,Type II wave.
(Elastic frame  -------- , Inelastic frame = --------  )
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Figure 39.) Effect of fine-grained frame inelasticity for CQ model, shear wave.
(Elastic frame  -------- , Inelastic frame = ---------  }
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fine grained material. Although the CQ model and the NE model predict the same relative 

attenuation and phase velocity behavior when frame inelasticity is introduced, there are 

differences between the absolute attenuation and velocity, responses when the models are 

compared. These differences are illustrated in figures 40-45, for the fine-grained material with 

an inelastic frame. As can be seen in all these figures, the response of the CQ model is exactly 

the same as the NE model at the reference frequency chosen to represent the constants that 

describe this material (25 khz).

From figures 40-42, the attenuation response of both models is a linear function of 

frequency, deviating slightly above about 1 Mhz, for all three types of waves, for this fine

grained material. The CQ model Type I wave attenuation shows a small increase in slope, 

compared to the NE model response, indicating the attenuations described as a function 

power of frequency deviating from 1.0 as assumed in the non-causal NE model frame 

response. The CQ model Type II and shear wave attenuation responses both show a small 

decrease in slope as compared to the NE model responses. The reference frequency 

required by the CQ model as characteristic of the material was assumed to be 25 khz since this 

is the average of the frequencies over which the constant describing this material were 

obtained (Wood and Weston, 1964). The attenuation responses may be partitioned into low 

and high frequency ranges relative to this reference frequency. The CQ model yields lower 

Type I wave attenuation for the lower frequencies, while the opposite behavior is noted for the 

Type I wave and the shear wave in this frequency range. At higher frequencies (>25 khz) the 

CQ model predicts a small increase in attenuation for the Type I wave and a decrease in 

attenuation compared to the NE model attenuation responses. It should be emphasized, 

however, that the overall differences are relatively minor, the largest difference being less than
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Figure 40.) Comparison of CQ model with NE model for fine-grained, inelastic
frame. Type I wove. (CQ model - -----  , NE model = ----- )
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Figure 41.) Comparison of CQ model with NE model for fine-grained, inelastic
frame. Type II wave. (CQ model = -----  , NE model  ------ )
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Figure 42.) Comparison of CQ model with NE model for fine-grained, inelastic
frame, shear wave. (CQ model = —  , NE model = ----- )
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50 percent in Type I wave attenuation between models at very low frequencies (<100 hz). 

From figures 43-45, the differences in phase velocity as a function of frequency 

between the two models is seen to be characterized by a greater amount of dispersion 

predicted by the CQ model. The shear wave velocities in figures 45 most dramatically illustrate 

this point. Whereas the NE model velocity response has virtually no dispersion for the Type I 

and shear waves, the dispersion given by the CQ model is obvious and amounts to 

approximately 50 percent, over the frequency range considered, in the case of the shear 

wave. Thus, the velocity of the shear wave may provide a suitable practical means by which to 

discriminate between the models for fine-grained materials.

The attenuation and phase velocity, given by the CQ model and the NE model, were 

compared to experimentally measured values for similar fine-grained materials. Comparisons 

made in a low frequency range (30-900hz), a mid-range (4-50 khz), and a high frequency 

range (50-600 khz) are shown for Type I wave attenuation in figure 46. The low frequency 

measurements were made by Bennett, (1967), for in-situ, deep sea clay-silt (mean grain size 

.005 mm) by considering reflected amplitude from a surface vessel. Attenuation values were 

obtained for 40-900 hz. The measured attenuation values in the mid-range of frequencies are 

from Wood and Weston, (1964), for in-situ, tidal flat mud (mean grain size .006 mm) in 

Emsworth, England. Probes were inserted in the mud to a depth of 0.5 m, with a maximum 

distance between probes of 180 ft. and measurements made between 4-50 khz. The high 

frequency values are from Hampton, (1967) for laboratory measurements of Kaolinite (45% silt 

size grains, .06-.004 mm, and 55% clay size grains, .004-.00015 mm) mixed with fine sand (63- 

70% by weight < 0.1 mm grain size) in a standing wave tube. Values were obtained by probing 

the tube for pressure maxima and minima, measuring the bandwidth of the resonant 

frequency, and measuring the decay time at frequencies between 50-600 khz.
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Figure 46.) Comparison of models with measured values. Type I wove.
Theorectical curves fo r fine-grained m aterial, CQ model = -------- ,

NE model =  .Experimental data = ........  : 40-900hz -  Bennett, 1967,
4-50khz -  Wood and Weston, 1964, 70-600khz -  Hampton. 1967.
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Figure 45.) Comparison of CQ model with NE model for fine-grained, inelastic
frame, shear wave. (CQ model = ------  , NE model = ------- )
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Figure 44.1 Comparison of CQ model with NE model for fine-grained, inelastic
frame. Type II wave. (CQ model - ------  , NE model = ------- )
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Figure 43.] Comparison of CQ model with NE model for fine-grained, inelastic
frame. Type I wave. (CQ model = -------  , NE model = -------)
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As seen in figure 46, the measured attenuation closely matches the model 

responses in all three frequency ranges. The low frequency experimental values more closely 

match the NE model response, and the high frequency measurements are closer to the CQ 

model. The predicted theoretical steepening of the attenuation curves of high frequencies is 

observed in the empirical data. The difference in the measured attenuation of the same 

material in the high frequency experimental data suggests the attenuation values given by 

both models are probably within the experimental error for these measurements.

The comparison between the model responses and measured values of Type I 

phase velocity, for the fine-grained materials under consideration, is shown in figure 47. Since 

Bennett did not report velocity measurements, low frequency velocity values from Fry and 

Raitt, (1961), and Houtz and Ewing, (1964) are presented. Both of these experimental 

measurements were obtained using the same reflection technique as Bennett for similar in- 

situ deep sea clay-silt materials between 30-200 hz. In both cases, no dispersion was 

measured. The velocity measurements by Wood and Weston, in the mid-frequency range, 

were considered by the authors as not reliable enough to conclude dispersive behavior and 

an average velocity (4850 ft/sec) is used over the frequency range 4-50 khz. The high 

frequency measurements, given by Hampton, showed definite dispersion (- 2%) over the 

frequency range (50-200 khz) measured. The presence of experimentally observed 

dispersion for high frequencies clearly distinguishes the CQ model as better representing the 

measured velocities for the fine grained material under consideration. The measured 

velocities for all three frequency ranges are less than 5 percent higher than those given by the 

models.

Since the attenuation and phase velocity responses of both models is dictated by 

the inelasticity of the frame for fine grained materials and the same behavior has been
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Figure 47.) Comparison of models with measured values. Type I wave.
Theorectical curves for fine-grained m ateria l, CQ model = -------- ,

NE model = ------ . Experimental data = .. . . . . . . . : 30-200hz -  Fry and R a itt,
1961, 4-50khz -  Wood and Weston, 1964. 50-200khz -  Hampton, 1967.
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observed experimentally (Hamilton, 1972), it seems reasonable to attempt to compare 

measured attenuation and velocity for fine-grained materials that are not fluid saturated. In 

particular, shear wave measurements have been obtained in very fine soils (Kudo and 

Shima,1970) and may thus provide additional experimental verification of the theoretical 

models for fine grained materials. Shear wave attenuation and velocity measurements for 

unconsolidated, presumably dry, silt and loam (clay-silt) soil from Kudo and Shima, (1970), are 

compared to the theoretical responses of both models in figures 48-49. The experimental 

values were obtained by comparing downhole amplitude ratios, from a surface source to 

depths of 2-8 m (loam) and 10-22 m (silt). The attenuation values for silt are from 20-75 hz and 

those for loam are from 15-50 hz. No attempt was made by the authors to measure a frequency 

dependence of velocity and the reported velocities are therefore presented as constant in the 

indicated frequency range. The clay-silt (loam) material exhibits a shear wave attenuation 

virtually identical to the shear wave attenuation responses predicted by the CQ model while 

the attenuation of the silt material is lower than the attenuation predicted by either models. The 

shear velocity measured for the silt (337 ft/sec) is closer to the NE model response while the 

velocity of loam is better fitted to the CQ response.The CQ model velocity is in error by about 

5-9 percent for the measured silt velocity and about 35-38 percent for loam, being predicted 

too low in each case. The NE model velocity is in error by about 20 percent (too high) for the 

measured silt velocity and about 15 percent (too low) for loam. Without being given a 

frequency dependence for the experimental data, it is difficult to make discriminating 

conclusions between the predicted model responses for these measured velocities.

However, it has been noted that any attenuating medium must be dispersive, and due to this 

consideration the CQ response should be considered as the more realistic model for both 

Type I and shear wave velocity behavior.
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SUMMARY AND CONCLUSIONS

From the results presented, it seems feasible to obtain reasonable estimates of 

attenuation and velocity using composite models based on Biot's theory for porous saturated 

media with frequency dependent resistance to fluid flow combined with linear descriptions of 

the inelastic response of the frame. When materials with sand size grains (.063-.6 mm) are 

considered, the Type I wave attenuation and velocity for both models are controlled primarily 

by fluid effects, with frame inelasticity having the greatest influence at the low and high 

frequencies, considering the frequency range10-10^ hz. The most sensitive parameters 

affecting the behavior of the theoretical attenuation and velocity responses are found to be 

the permeability and pore size parameter, with both parameters producing non-uniform 

variations in response when varied. Materials with fine-grained particle sizes (<.06 mm) have 

attenuation and velocity responses dominated by frame effects. For these materials, the NE 

model attenuation response, proportional to the first power of frequency, and non-dispersive 

phase velocity become evident and since any attenuating medium must be dispersive to 

preserve causality, the CQ model is preferred.

Agreement of both models with experimentally obtained Type I wave attenuation 

and velocity values for sand size grains is reasonable and observed variations in attenuation 

and velocity as a function of grain size, within the sand size range, are predicted by and 

consistent with the theoretical responses. For fine-grained materials, the NE model and CQ 

model attenuation and velocity responses are more clearly distinguished owing to the 

increased importance of frame inelasticity. Agreement with measured Type I wave attenuation 

for fine-grained materials is reasonable for both models and the NE model predicts absolute 

attenuation values closer to the observed measurement than does to CQ model. However,
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the inability of the NE model to predict the observed dispersion of Type I wave velocity in such 

materials indicates the CQ model is the more physically realistic choice. For measured shear 

wave attenuation and velocity in very fine soils (assumed air-dry) the agreement with the 

models is very close and the absence of dispersion predicted by the NE model seems to again 

favor the CQ model as being the most physically satisfying choice between the two models 

considered.
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